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Abstract   Offline Chinese handwriting recognition (OCHR) 
is a typically difficult pattern recognition problem. Many 
authors have presented various approaches to recognizing its 
different aspects. We present a survey and an assessment of 
relevant papers appearing in recent publications of relevant 
conferences and journals, including those appearing in 
ICDAR, SDIUT, IWFHR, ICPR, PAMI, PR, PRL, SPIE- 
DRR, and IJDAR. The methods are assessed in the sense 
that we document their technical approaches, strengths, and 
weaknesses, as well as the data sets on which they were re-
portedly tested and on which results were generated. We also 
identify a list of technology gaps with respect to Chinese 
handwriting recognition and identify technical approaches 
that show promise in these areas as well as identify the 
leading researchers for the applicable topics, discussing dif-
ficulties associated with any given approach. 

Keywords  Chinese recognition, OCR, document analysis, 
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1 Introduction 
Despite the widespread creation of documents in electronic 
form, the conversion of handwritten material on paper into 
electronic form continues to be a problem of great economic 
importance. While there exist satisfactory solutions to 
cleanly printed documents in many scripts, particularly in 
the Roman alphabet, solutions to handwriting still face many 
challenges. In terms of methods to recognize different lan-
guages and scripts, although there exist many commonalities 
in image processing and document pre-processing, e.g., noise 
removal, zoning, line segmentation, etc., recognition methods 
necessarily diverge depending on the particular script. 

This paper is a survey and an assessment of the state- 
of-the-art in Chinese handwriting recognition. The approach 
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taken is one of studying recent papers on the topic published 
in the open literature. Particular attention has been paid to 
papers published in the proceedings of recent relevant con-
ferences as well as journals where such papers are typically 
published. The conference proceedings covered in this as-
sessment are: International Conferences on Document Analy-
sis and Recognition, International Workshops on Frontiers in 
Handwriting Recognition, Symposia on Document Image 
Understanding Technology, SPIE Conferences on Document 
Recognition and Retrieval and International Conferences on 
Pattern Recognition. The journals covered are: Pattern Rec-
ognition Journal, IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and 
Machine Intelligence, International Journal of Document 
Analysis and Recognition and Pattern Recognition Letters. 

The breadth and depth of any survey is necessarily sub-
jective. The goal here was to assess the most promising ap-
proaches and to identify any gaps in the technology so that 
future research can be focused. 

1.1  Chinese script overview 

From the viewpoint of recognition, Chinese script consists 
of approximately 50,000 characters, of which only a few 
thousand are commonly used. For instance, 99.65% of the 
usage is covered by 3775 common characters, 99.99% by 
6763 and 99.999% by 8500 characters. Sentences are written 
horizontally left to right from the top of the page to the bot- 

 

   
Fig. 1  A page of simplified Chinese text 
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tom, as in English, called simplified (Fig. 1), or vertically 
from top to bottom, the lines going right to left across the 
page, called traditional (Fig. 2) 

Traditional Chinese is less often used in handwriting to-
day; it has been used more often historically, except in Tai-
wan and Hong Kong. There are many strokes in traditional 
Chinese characters, about 16.03 strokes per character. To 
reduce the complexity, from year 1956 to 1964, 2235 sim-
plified Chinese characters were revised so as to substitute  
for corresponding traditional ones in mainland China. The 
average strokes reduced to 10.3 per character. 

While the number of characters is high, each character is 
made from about 500 component sub-characters (called 
radicals) in predefined positions and written in a predefined 
order. While the stroke order can be exploited by on-line 
recognition algorithms, off-line recognition is particularly 
challenging since this information is lost. Due to the high 
number of characters, the average word length of a Chinese 
word is short consisting of 2-4 characters. Furthermore, the 
characters are always written in “print fashion”, not con-
nected. Segmentation is often easier than in other languages- 
characters rarely need to be split apart, but it is sometimes 
challenging to determine whether two radicals are in fact 
two separate characters or two component parts of the same 
character. Still, the largest challenge is recognizing the large 
number of characters and the majority of research has been 
devoted to overcoming this difficulty. Furthermore, the great 
individual variation in writing characters (Fig. 3) contributes 
to the problem. Many methods have been developed for rec-
ognizing individual characters. Other works have been 
devoted to such topics as word or address recognition and 
language discrimination, such as determining if a piece of 
writing consists of traditional or simplified Chinese charac-
ters. Chinese recognition technology generally falls into 
three main categories-document preprocessing, character 
recognition, and word recognition. 

   
Fig. 2  A page of traditional Chinese text 

 

Fig. 3  “Ying” (which means elite) written by 25 writers from Ref. [1] 

1.2  Overview of the recognition process 

While different algorithms vary in their implementation details, 
most follow a general path from document to UNICODE text. 
Figure 4 shows a general process of Chinese handwriting 
recognition. 

A document is generally input as a scanned grayscale 
image. Preprocessing may convert the document to a black 
and white image (binarization), though some methods ex-
tract features directly from the gray-scale images (such as 
the gradient feature, described in Section 3). Preprocessing 
can also convert the initial image to some representation 
which is easier to process than the raw image, such as chain 
code or skeleton representation. Additional preprocessing 
steps such as noise reduction, interfering-lines removal, and 
smoothing can also be applied. This cleaned image is then 
passed to a segmentation algorithm. 

A segmentation algorithm splits a large image into 
smaller regions of interest. For example, a page segmenta-
tion algorithm segments an unconstrained page of text into 
component lines. Lines are segmented into words, words 
into characters or subcharacters. The segmentation algorithm 
can then pass its output to a normalization unit, then to a 
recognition algorithm. The normalization unit aims to re-
duce shape variation within the same class by regulating size, 
position, and shape of each character. If the segmentation 
algorithm is completely distinct from the recognition, its 
performance can be a bottleneck for recognition. If the seg-
mentation is incorrect, the lines, words, or characters might 
not be present in a single image, or multiple ones might be 
present in the same image.  For this reason, some algo-
rithms (such as segmentation-free algorithms) might make 
only partial use of a segmentation tool. They may use the 
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Fig. 4  Process of Chinese handwriting recognition 

output of page segmentation, but not line, for example.  
Another approach is to use a segmentation algorithm as a 
tool to make suggestions rather than to dictate choices. 

The recognition process usually works recursively as a 
closed loop shown in Fig. 5. The output of early round of 
classification may be used as input of later round to improve 
the accuracy of the early process, e.g., to improve segmenta-
tion or feature extraction accuracy. 

 
Fig. 5  Recursive process of recognition 

The accuracy of recognition largely depends on the cur-
siveness of handwriting. Roughly, researchers rank Chinese 
handwriting into three categories: regular or hand- print 
scripts, fluent scripts, and cursive scripts. According to an 
invited talk in ICPR2006, the accuracy of recognizing each 
category reaches 98.1%, 82.1%, and 70.1%, respectively. 
Though how to decide the threshold of cursiveness to cate-
gorize Chinese handwriting characters is still not obvious or 
formalized, it is clear that researchers still face great diffi-
culty to recognize cursive scripts. Fortunately, many groups 
have been devoted into this challenging problem. 

1.3  Databases 

Some large databases have been established along with the 
development of recognition technology. While some re-
searchers use their own collected databases, publicly recog-
nized databases are often used so as to facilitate performance 
comparison and technique improvement. Due to the strong 

similarity of many Japanese and Chinese characters, Japa-
nese character databases often have utility in the Chinese 
recognition setting. Following are some Chinese character 
databases used in literature. 

ETL character databases:  were collected at the Elec-
trotechnical Laboratory under the cooperation with Japan 
Electronic Industry Development Association, universities 
and other research organizations. These databases ETL1- 
ETL9 contain about 1.2 million hand-written and machine- 
printed character images that include Japanese, Chinese, 
Latin and numeric characters for character recognition re-
searches. Character images of the databases were obtained 
by observing OCR sheets or Kanji printed sheets with a 
scanner. All databases ETL1 - ETL9 are gray-valued image 
data. ETL8 and ETL9, binarized image data (ETL8B and 
ETL9B) are open to the public. ETL9 consists of 2 965 
Chinese and 71 Hiragana, 200 samples per class written by 
4000 people. ETL8 consists of 881 classes of handwritten 
Chinese and 75 classes of Hiragana, 160 samples per class 
written by 1 600 people. There are 60× 60, 64× 63, 72× 76 
and 128 × 127 pixel versions of character images. The  
character image files consist of more than one record, which 
has a character image and ID information with a correct 
code. 

KAIST Hanja1 and Hanja2:  was collected by the 
Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology. The 
Hanja1 database has 783 most frequently used classes. For 
each class, 200 samples, artificially collected from 200 writ-
ers, are contained. The Hanja2 database has 1 309 samples 
collected from real documents. The number of samples in 
the Hanja2 database varies with the class. The image quality 
of Hanja1 is quite clean, while the Hanja2 database is very 
noisy. 

JEITA-HP:  was originally collected by Hewlett- Pack-
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ard Japan and later released by JEITA (Japan Electronics and 
Information Technology Association). It consists of two 
datasets: Dataset A (480 writers) and Dataset B (100 writers). 
Generally, Dataset B is written more neatly than Dataset A. 
The entire database consists of 3214 character classes (2 965 
kanji, 82 hiragana, 10 numerals, 157 other characters (Eng-
lish alphabet, katakana and symbols)). The most frequent 
hiragana and numerals appear twice in each file. Each char-
acter pattern has a resolution of 64×64 pixels, which are 
encoded into 512 bytes. 

HCL2000:  was collected by Beijing University of 
Posts and Telecommunications for China 863 project. It 
contains 3 755 frequently used simplified Chinese characters 
written by 1 000 different people. The writers’ information is 
incorporated in the database to facilitate testing on grouping 
writers with different backgrounds. 

ITRI:  was collected by the Industrial Technology Re-
search Institute (Taiwan Province, China). It contains 5 401 
handwritten Chinese classes with 200 samples per class. 

 

4MSL:  was collected by the Institute of Automation 
Chinese Academy of Sciences. It contains 4 060 Chinese 
characters, 1 000 samples per class.  

Databases vary in writing styles, cursiveness, etc. Figures 
6-8 are examples from some of these databases. 

1.4  Commercial products 

Chinese handwriting recognition techniques have been 
widely implemented into commercial products in recent 
years. On-line handwriting recognition is broadly used for 
the input of PDAs, cellphones, and tablets; off-line technol-
ogy has been embedded into systems that automatically 
transfer optical documents into editable digital format such 
as MS Word. Hanwang Technology (www.hw99.com) is a 
leading company of China in the fields of research, devel-
opment, and manufacture of handwriting recognition tech-
nologies and products. It cooperates with or provides tech-
nology to many software, PC, PDA, and cellphone compa- 

        

Fig. 6  Samples of JEITA-HP database (writers A-492 and B-99)                 Fig. 7  Samples of 4MSL database 
 

 
Fig. 8  Samples of the KAIST databases [2]: (a) Hanja1, (b) Hanja2 
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Table 1  Some commercial products implementing CHR 
Product Company Features and function 

SuperPenx Hanwang Technology 
input handwriting Chinese and Japanese into Microsoft Word, Excel, 
Po werPoint, MSN, ICQ, WPS et al. 

Smart Reader Master  Hanwang Technology 
convert any type of paper documents into an editable and accurate 
formatted digital file, whether they are printed or handwritten 

Smart Mouse  Beijing Wintone 
supports all kinds of devices such as electronic pens, touch pad or 
cursor, etc. and the built-in handwriting recognition system fits mo-
bile phones and PDAs. 

ChinesePen  Beijing InfoQuick SinoPen integrates many functions including Chinese characters input, learn-
ing Chinese, painting and entertainment by means of handwriting 

 
nies such as Microsoft, Nokia, Lenovo, et al, and it’s re-
ported that it takes almost 95% of the market of handwriting 
input on cellphones in China. Many other companies in 
China also contribute, such as Beijing Wintone (www. win-
tone.com.cn) and Beijing InfoQuick SinoPen (www.sinopen. 
com.cn). Table 1 lists some of their products besides tech-
nique support or transfer to other companies. 

 

2  Document preprocessing 
Document preprocessing converts a scanned image into a 
form suitable for later steps. Preprocessing includes such 
actions as noise removal, smoothing, interfering-lines re-
moval, binarization, representation code generation, seg-
mentation, character normalization, slant or stroke width 
adjustment, etc. Individual writing variations and distortions 
are particularly disruptive to Chinese character recognition 
due to the complexity of the characters. To overcome this 
issue, normalization algorithms can make use of such fea-
tures as stroke density variation, character area coverage, 
and centroid offset. While characters are usually not con- 
 

nected as in script languages, segmentation can still be a 
significant issue. Many characters are composed of radicals 
that are themselves individual characters. While, ideally, char-
acters should each cover the same approximate area, such 
precision is not always present in handwriting. This intro-
duces ambiguity of adjacent characters-namely, whether two 
characters are present (the second one being composed of two 
primatives) or if three distinct characters are present. In this 
section, we focus on two preprocessing steps, segmentation 
and normalization, because they receive most attention in the 
preprocessing of Chinese handwriting. 

2.1  Segmentation 

The accuracy of segmenting Chinese characters, especially 
connected Chinese characters, is essential for the perform-
ance of a Chinese character recognition system. Because the 
key for Chinese recognition is individual character recogni-
tion, usually, the main effort is focused on segmenting pages 
into lines, then directly into characters. e.g., a word segmenta-
tion is generally ignored if semantic information (word 
lexicon) is not available. A general segmentation process of 
handwriting Chinese is shown in Fig.9. 

 
Fig. 9  Process of Chinese segmentation 
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Since in Chinese, the characters are always written in 
“print fashion”, or not connected, in some respects segmen-
tation is easier than in other languages such as English. Two 
widely used techniques, vertical projection and connected 
component analysis, are able to handle the problem in some 
sense. On the other hand, Chinese characters usually consist 
of more than one radical and even some radicals themselves 
are characters, and handwriting strokes of adjacent charac-
ters may join. In general, non-linear paths are used to seg-
ment characters in such cases. Since the requirement for 
segmentation accuracy is inevitably very high and how to 
obtain non-linear paths is still an important issue, we need 
more powerful methods to handle the problem. Since Lu and 
Shridhar [3] reviewed different approaches for the segmen-
tation of handwritten characters, many segmentation algo-
rithms have been presented in literature. Table 2 lists some 
of the recent results on Chinese character segmentation. 
Based on what we have reviewed in literature, segmentation 
algorithms performed not very well if completely separated 
from recognition, and may become a bottleneck of the whole 
recognition system. The best results come from the methods 
that incorporate segmentation and recognition together,  
 

using feedback and heuristics, even consulting semantic or 
context information. 

2.2  Character normalization 

The performance of handwritten character recognition is 
also largely dependent on character shape normalization, 
which aims to regulate the size, position, and shape of char-
acter images so as to reduce the shape variation between the 
images of the same class. Generally, mapping the input 
character image onto a standard image plane can make all 
the normalized images have the same dimensionality. Also, 
it is desirable to restore the deformation of characters. Lin-
ear normalization (LN) can scale the image despite its inner 
structure, and the nonlinear normalization (NLN) method 
based on line density equalization is popularly used now. 
The practical process of shape normalization may vary in 
detail for different systems. Figure 10 shows the process 
used by Dong et al. 

Liu et al. have tested different normalization strategies, 
Fig. 11 shows some of their work in [11]. 

Table 2  Some results of segmentation 
Publication  Method Data set Accuracy 
2005 Xianghui wei etc. [4]  genetic algorithm 428 images, each of two Chinese characters 88.9 
2005 Zhizhen Liang etc. [5]  metasynthetic 921 postal strings (7913 characters) 87.6 
2001 Shuyan Zhao etc. [6,7]  two-stage 1000 strings containing 8011 characters 81.6 
1999 Yi-Hong Tseng etc. [8]  recognition-based 125 text-line images containing 1132 characters 95.58 
1998 Lin Yu Tseng etc. [9]  heuristic merging, DP 900 handwriting and 100 printing 95 

       
 Fig. 10  Normalization process from Ref. [10]. The transformed image is

shown beside each box 

Fig. 11  Examples of character shape normalization from Liu’s. Each
group of two rows include an input image and 11 normalized images gener-
ated by different methods
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2.3  Bibliographic remarks 

Yi-Hong Tseng et al. [12] presented a method for removing 
interfering-lines from interfered-characters. Black-run de-
tection and character stroke recovery are the two main steps 
used in the process. It’s shown that the recognition accuracy 
could be highly improved with the process. 

Chiu et al. [13] proposed a feature-preserved thinning al-
gorithm for handwritten Chinese characters. The proposed 
approach is free from the Y-shape distortion, L-shape distor-
tion, hairy problem, shortening problem, and hole problem. 

2.3.1  Segmentation 

Wei et al. [4] proposed a method for segmenting connected 
Chinese characters based on a genetic algorithm. They 
achieved a segmentation accuracy of 88.9% in a test set 
without using special heuristic rules. 

Liang et al. [5] applied the Viterbi algorithm to search 
segmentation paths and used several rules to remove redun-
dant paths, then adopted a background thinning method to 
obtain non-linear segmentation paths. They tested on 921 
postal strings (7 913 characters), and got a correct rate of 
87.6%. 

Zhao et al. [6, 7] proposed a two-stage approach includ-
ing coarse and fine segmentation. They used fuzzy decision 
rules generated from examples to evaluate the coarse and 
fine segmentation paths. Experimental results on 1000 in-
dependent unconstrained handwritten Chinese character 
strings containing a total of 8 011 Chinese characters 
showed that their two-stage approach can successfully seg-
ment 81.6% of characters from the strings. 

Yi-Hong Tseng et al. [8] presented a means of extracting 
text-lines from text blocks and segmenting characters from 
text-lines. A probabilistic Viterbi algorithm is used to derive 
all possible segmentation paths which may be linear or 
non-linear. They tested 125 text-line images from seven 
documents, containing 1 132 handwritten Chinese characters, 
and the average segmentation rate in the experiments is 
95.58%. 

Lin Yu Tseng et al. [9] presented a segmentation method 
based on heuristic merging of stroke bounding boxes and 
dynamic programming. They used strokes to build stroke 
bounding boxes first. Then, the knowledge-based merging 
operations are used to merge those stroke bounding boxes 
and, finally, a dynamic programming method is applied to 
find the best segmentation boundaries. They tested on 900 
handwritten characters written by 50 people and 100 ma-
chine-printed characters, and got over 95% segmentation 
accuracy. 

Gao et al. [14] proposed a segmentation by recognition 
algorithm using simple structural analysis of Chinese char-
acters, a split and merge strategy for presegmentation, and 
level building algorithm for final decision. 

2.3.2  Normalization 

Wang [15] reviewed five shape normalization schemes in a 
unified mathematical framework, and discussed various 
feature extraction methodologies. Experimental results re-

veal that it can be beneficial to perform nonlinear shape 
normalization to improve the recognition performance on a 
large scale handwritten Chinese character set. Compared 
with a linear normalization method, which solely standard-
izes the size of a character image, four nonlinear normaliza-
tion schemes produced better recognition performance. Fur-
thermore, it was found that certain normalization schemes 
match better with certain feature sets. It provides some 
guidelines for selecting a normalization scheme and a fea-
ture set. 

Cheng-Lin Liu et al. [16] described. substitutes to 
nonlinear normalization (NLN) in handwritten Chinese char- 
acter recognition (HCCR). The alternative methods (moment 
normalization, center-bound, and bi-moment method) gen-
erate more natural normalized shapes and are less compli-
cated than NLN. In Ref. [17], they proposed a new global 
transformation method, named modified centroid- boundary 
alignment (MCBA) method, for HCCR. It adds a simple 
trigonometric (sine) function to aquadratic function to adjust 
the inner density. Experiments on the ETL9B and JEITA-HP 
databases show that the MCBA method yields comparably 
high accuracies to the NLN and bi-moment methods and 
shows complementariness. In Ref. [11], they proposed a 
pseudo 2D normalization method using line density projec-
tion interpolation (LDPI), which partitions the line density 
map into soft strips and generates 2D coordinate mapping 
function by interpolating the 1D coordinate functions that 
are obtained by equalizing the line density projections of 
these strips. They got a significant improvement: for exam-
ple, using the feature ncf-c, the accuracy on the ETL9B test 
set was improved from 99.03% by NLN-T to 99.19% by 
P2DNLN, and the accuracy of HEITA-HP test set was im-
proved from 97.93% by NLN-T to 98.27% by P2DNLN. In 
Ref. [18], they further compared different normalization 
methods with better implementation of features, and pro-
posed that the best normalization-feature combination on 
unconstrained characters is P2DBMN with NCCF. 

 

3  Recognition 

Character recognition is perhaps the most scrutinized prob-
lem. The approaches are wide-ranging, but from a structural 
aspect, there are three categories: radical-based, stroke- 
based, and holistic approaches (Fig. 12). 

The radical-based approach attempts to decompose the 
character into radicals and categorizes the character based 
on the component parts and their placement [1, 19-24]. In-
stead of attempting to recognize the radicals directly, 
stroke-based approaches try to break the character into 
component parts as strokes [2, 25-36], then recognize the 
character according to the stroke number, order, and position. 
Holistic approaches ignore such components entirely, with 
the idea that they may be too hard to individually iden-
tify-much as recognizing individual characters in the middle 
of a word is very difficult in script based languages. They try 
to holistically recognize the character [10, 37-53]. Holistic 
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Fig. 12  Character recognition 

 

approaches are favored by their generally better performance; 
gradient features and directional element features (DEF) 
have shown great ability to capture holistic characteristics of 
different characters in practice. 

During recognition, a coarse classifier is often used to 
prune the search candidates of fine classifier. It accelerates 
the recognition of a system. Recently, Feng-Jun Guo et al. 
[54] introduced an efficient clustering based coarse classifier 
for Chinese handwriting recognition systems. They define a 
candidate-cluster-number for each character that indicates 
the within-class diversity in the feature space, and then they 
use a candidate-refining module to reduce the size of the 
candidate set. Also, in their paper, they cited some previous 
work on coarse classifiers. 

3.1  Holistic approaches 

Since Chinese characters are highly complex, there is a high 
number of potential feature sets.  Due to the structure of a 
Chinese character, several features naturally present them-
selves. After choosing such a set of features, initial character 
recognitions vary. Statistical approaches, structural ap-
proaches, hidden Markov models, neural networks, support 
vector machines, Markov random fields and different dis-
criminant functions have been applied. Several groups have 
achieved very high recognition rate in their experiments on 
large, realistic data sets [10, 40, 41]. 

Hailong Liu et al. [41] use gradient features and a quad-
ratic classifier with multiple discrimination schemes for 
Chinese handwriting recognition. Gradient features are ex-
tracted from a gray scale image (with gray scale values 
ranging from 0 to 255). 3×3 Sobel operators are used to get 
the horizontal and vertical grayscale gradient at each image 

pixel. They then define L directions with an equal interval 
2π/L, and decompose the gradient vector into its two near-
est directions in a parallelogram manner, as illustrated in 
Fig. 13. 

 
Fig. 13  Gradient feature extraction using Sobel operators and gradient 
vector decomposition (eight directions for illustration) 

In the classification stage, the performance of the modi-
fied quadratic discriminant function (MQDF) classifier is 
enhanced by multiple discrimination schemes, including 
minimum classification error (MCE) training on the classi-
fier parameters and modified distance representation for 
similar characters discrimination by compound Mahalanobis 
function (CMF). The system achieves very high accuracy: 
99.54% on MNIST, 99.33% on ETL9B, and 98.56% on 
HCL2000. For a d-dimensional feature vector x, the QDF 
distance can be represented as follows, 

1( ) ( ) ( ) log | |,  1, 2, ,T
i i i i ig x x x i Cµ µ−= − Σ − + Σ =  
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where C is the number of character classes. µi and Σi denote 
the mean vector and the covariance matrix of class Σi. Using 
orthogonal decomposition on Σi, and replacing the minor 
eigenvalues with a constant Σ2 to compensate for the estima-
tion error caused by the small training set, the MQDF dis-
tance is derived as 

2
2 2
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where λij and ϕ ij denote the j-th eigenvalue (in descending 
order) and the corresponding eigenvector of Σi. k (k < d) 
denotes the number of dominant principal axes. The classi-
fication rule then becomes 

( ) arg min ( )i ix g x  

Jian-xiong Dong et al. [10] tested support vector machines 
(SVM) on a large data set for the first time. Their system 
achieved a high recognition rate of 99% on ETL9B. The 
following is the procedure they used for feature extraction. 
We cite it here to illustrate how holistic features are ex-
tracted. 

1. Standardize the gray-scale normalized image such that 
its mean and maximum values are 0 and 1.0, respectively.  

2. Center a 64×64 normalized image in an 80×80 box 
in order to efficiently utilize the information in the four pe-
ripheral areas. 

3. Apply Robert edge operator to calculate image gradient 
strengths and directions.  

4. Divide the image into 9×9 subareas of size 16×16, 
where each subarea overlaps the eight pixels of the adjacent 
subareas. Each subarea is divided into four parts: A, B, C 
and D (see Fig. 14). 

 

Fig. 14  16×16 subarea 
 

5. Accumulate the strengths of gradients with each of 32 

quantized gradient directions in each area of A, B, C, D. In 
order to reduce side-effects of position variations, a mask (4, 
3, 2, 1) is used to down-sample the accumulated gradient 
strengths of each direction. As a result, a 32 dimensional 
feature vector is obtained.  

6. Reduce the directional resolution from 32 to 16 by 
down-sampling using one-dimensional mask (1, 4, 6, 4, 1) 
after gradient strengths on 32 quantized directions are gen-
erated.  

7. Generate a feature vector of size 1296 (9 horizontal, 9 
vertical and 16 directional resolutions).  

8. Apply the variable transformation x0.4 to each compo-
nent of the feature vector such that the distribution of each 
component is normal-like.  

9. Scale the feature vector by a constant factor such that 
values of feature components range from 0 to 1.0. 

Nei Kato et al. [40] extract DEF, then use city block dis-
tance with deviation (CBDD) and asymmetric Mahalanobis 
distance (AMD) for rough and fine classification. The DEF 
extraction includes three steps: contour extraction, dot ori-
entation, and vector construction. The purpose of rough 
classification is to select a few candidates from the large 
number of categories as rapidly as possible, and CBDD is 
applied. The candidates selected are usually characters with 
similar structure, and then they are fed to fine classification 
by AMD. The recognition rate of this system on ETL9B 
reaches 99.42%. Let v = (v1, v2, , vn) be an n-dimensional 
input vector, and µ = (µ1, µ 2, , vn) be the standard vector 
of a category. The CBDD is defined as: 

1
( ) max{0,| | }

n

CBDD j j j
j

d v v sµ θ
=

= − − ⋅∑  

where sj denotes the standard deviation of jth element, and θ 
s a constant. And the AMD is defined as: 
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ˆ
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µ φ
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= −
+
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where b is a bias. Readers are referred to their papers cited 
above for more details. 

Hidden Markov Model (HMM) have also been widely 
applied, in a ariety of ways, to the problem of offline hand-
writing recognition. Bing Feng et al. [42] first segment each 
character image into a number of local regions, which is a 
line (row or column) of the character image, then extract 
feature vectors of these regions and assign each vector a 
value (a code) used to get the observations for the HMM. 
The states of the HMM are to reflect the characteristic space 
structures of the character. The training of HMM is an itera-
tive procedure that starts from the initial models and ends 
when getting the local optimal ones. The initial state prob-
ability distribution π and state transition probability distribu-
tion A can be determined according to the characteristic of 
left-to-right HMM and the meaning of the state in repre-
senting handwritten character. The observation symbol 
probability distribution B can be decided by counting the 
appearance of each observation of the parts on training 
samples or just assigning an equal distribution. Yong Ge et 
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al. [37-39] use the Gaussian mixture continuous-density 
HMMs (CDHMMs) for modeling Chinese characters. 
Given an N ×N binary character image, two feature vector 
sequences, 0 1 1( ,  ,  , )H H H H

NZ Z Z Z −=  and 0 1( ,  ,H V VZ Z Z=  

1, ),V
NZ − which characterize how the character image 

changes along the horizontal and vertical directions, are ex-
tracted independently. Consequently, two CDHMMs, λH and 
λV, are used to model ZH and ZV, respectively. Each CDHMM 
is a J-state left-to-right model without state skipping. The 
state observation probability density function is assumed to be 
a mixture of multivariate Gaussian PDFs. The CDHMM 
parameters can be estimated from the relevant sets of 
training data by using the standard maximum likelihood 
(ML) or minimum classification error (MCE) training tech-
niques. 

Table 3 lists more recent work on holistic-based recogni-
tion of handwritten Chinese characters. 

3.2  Radical-Based Approaches 

Radical-based approaches decompose a large set of Chinese 
characters into a smaller set of radicals. Then, the problem is 
converted to one of radical extraction and optimization of 
combination of the radical sequences. Figure 15 illustrates 
how four complex Chinese characters can be represented by 
a hierarchical composition of radicals. If the redundant 
information is ignored, the four characters can be classified 
by recognizing the last row of radicals, which should be 
intuitively easier than recognizing whole characters. 

Daming Shi et al. [1, 19-23] have done successful work 
on radical-based recognition for off-line handwritten Chi-
nese characters. They published a series of papers that 
elaborated an approach based on nonlinear active shape  
 

modeling. The first step is to extract character skeletons by 
an image thinning algorithm, then landmark points are la-
beled semi-automatically, and principal component analysis 
is applied to obtain the main shape parameters that capture 
the radical variations. They use chamfer distance minimiza-
tion to match radicals within a character, and during recog-
nition the dynamic tunneling algorithm is used to search for 
optimal shape parameters. They finally recognize complete, 
hierarchical-composed characters by using the Viterbi algo-
rithm, considering the composition as a Markov process. 
They did experiments on 200 radical categories covering 2, 
154 loosely-constrained character classes from 200 writers 
and the matching rate obtained was 96.5% for radicals, re-
sulting in a character recognition rate of 93.5%. 

3.3  Stroke-Based Approaches 

Stroke-based approaches first decompose Chinese characters 
into several kinds of strokes, four directional or eight direc-
tional (Fig. 16) for example. Then the problem is converted 
to how to recognize the shape, order, and position of the 
small set of strokes, in which MRF [32], HMMRF [33], sta-
tistical structure modeling [2] et al. are widely used. Figure 
17 is an example of four directional stroke segments 
de/composition from [32]. 

For stroke extraction, several different strategies have 
been presented in literature, such as a region-based strategy 
which utilizes run-length information [29], a boundary-based 
strategy which utilizes contour information, a pixel-based 
strategy which detects feature-points on skeletons [25], and 
a filtering-based strategy which uses directional filters such 
as Gabor, SOGD filters to extract stroke segments [26, 27, 
32]. Table 4 lists some results of stroke extraction in litera-
ture. 

Table 3  Some results of holistic recognition 

Year  Authors Features Classifier Data set Recognition percentage

2006  Fu Chang [55] vector feature Mult-Trees, Sub-Vec, SVM ETL9B 96.59 

2005  Hailong Liu etc. [41] gradient feature Multi-scheme enhanced 
MQDF 

MNIST, ETL9B, 
HCL2000 99.54, 99.33, 98.56 

2005  Jian-xiong Dong etc. 
[10] directional feature SVM ETL9B 99.0 

2002  Rui Zhang etc. [43] directional features MCE enhanced MQDF 3775 Chinese charac-
ters 

97.93 on regular, 
91.19 on cursive 

2002  Yong Ge etc. [37-39] Gabor features and their spatial 
derivatives CDHMM 4616 characters in 

GB2312-80 96.34 

2002  Bing Feng etc. [42] Five features HMM 3775 Chinese 94 

2001  Yan Xiong etc. [56] Five global features Contextual stochastic model 50 pairs of similar 
Chinese 94 

2000  Mingrui Wu etc. [44] directional line element fea- ture Single CSN network 700 Chinese 95 

2000  C.H. Wang etc. [45] three kinds of statistical feature MLP network 3775 Chinese in 4MSL 92.37 

2000  B.H. Xiao etc. [48] Three groups of features: CDF7, 
CDF8, SDF 

Adaptive combination of 
classifiers 3775 Chinese in 4MSL 93 

2000  Jiayong Zhang etc. 
[49] Multi-scale directional feature NSMDM 3775 Chinese 99.3 on regular,  

88.4 on cursive 
1999  Nei Kato etc. [40] directional element feature CBDD and AMD ETL9B 99.42 

1998  Y. Mizukami [53] directional feature displacement extraction ETL8B 96 
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Fig. 15  Examples (from Ref. [1]) of similar characters (tomb, dusk, cur-
tain and subscription) decomposed into radicals 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 16  Two popular stroke direction definitions 

 

Fig. 17  From Ref. [32]: Four directional stroke segments de/composition 
 
During recognition, the key is how to model each stroke 

and characterize relationships between strokes in a character. 
Kim et al. proposed a statistical structure modeling 

method in [2]. They represent a character by a set of model 
strokes (manually designed structure), which are composed 
of a poly-line connecting K feature points (Fig. 18). Ac-
cordingly, a model stroke si is represented by the joint dis-
tribution of its feature points as Pr(si) ≡ Pr(pi1, pi2, , pik). 
They assume the feature points have a normal distribution 
which can be described by the mean and the covariance ma-
trix. Consequently, the structure composed of multiple 
strokes is represented by the joint distribution of the com-
ponent strokes. For example, a structure S composed of two 
strokes si and sj can be represented as Pr(S) ≡ Pr(si, sj). 
Readers are referred to [2] for more details. 

 
Fig. 18  Kim’s statistical stroke model 

 

Jia Zeng et al. proposed a statistical-structural scheme 
based on Markov random fields (MRFs). They represent the 
stroke segments by the probability distribution of their loca-
tions, directions and lengths. The states of MRFs encode 
these information from training samples and different char-
acter structures are represented by different state relation 
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Table 4  Some results of stroke extraction 
Publication Method Data Set Accuracy 

2003 2004 Yih-Ming Su etc. [26,27] Filtering-based: Gabor, SOGD hand-printed in ETL8B and some self-collected Good 
2002 Feng Lin etc. [25] Pixel-based: feature-points on skeletons 3039 characters, over 18000 strokes 99 

2000 Ruini Cao etc. [28] degree information, stroke continuation 
properety 111 printed characters, 849 strokes 93 

2000 Kuo-Chin Fan etc. [29] Region-based: run-length 2500 Hei fong characters 94.2 
1999 Jin Wook Kim etc. [31] mathematical morphology 1800 basic handprinted Chinese 97 

 
Table 5  Some results of stroke-based recognition 

Publication  Method Data Set Rec Rate 

2005 Jia Zeng etc. [32]  MRF 9 pairs of similar Chinese in ETL9B 92 to 100 
2003 In-Jung Kim etc. [2]  Statistical Character Structure Modeling KAIST Hanja1 and Hanja2 98.45 
2001 Cheng-Lin Liu etc. [36]  Model-based stroke extraction and matching 783 characters 97 
2000 Qing Wang etc. [33]  HMMRF 470 Chinese from 3775 88 

 
ships. Through encouraging and penalizing different stroke 
relationships by assigning proper clique potentials to spatial 
neighboring states, the structure information is described by 
a neighborhood system and multi-state clique potentials and 
the statistical uncertainty is modeled by single-state poten-
tials for probability distributions of individual stroke seg-
ment. Then, the recognition problem can be formulated into 
the MAP-MRF framework to find an MRF that produces the 
maximum a posteriori for unknown input data. More details 
can be found in their paper [32]. 

Table 5 list some recognition results of stroke-based ap-
proaches. 

3.4  Word recognition 

Chinese words are generally short. Word recognition actu-
ally goes hand-in-hand with character recognition; attempt-
ing to recognize words can actually help recognize charac-
ters as well. Several approaches use association rules to im-
prove Chinese handwritten character recognition. Word rec-
ognition has the additional difficulty that in Chinese hand-
writing the words are not separated by spaces. Since this is 
the case, word boundaries can only be deduced by the se-
mantic relationship of characters. Chinese has other unique 
issues for word recognition as well, such as storing a lexicon 
for easy access. In languages such as English, this is fairly 
straightforward due to the few number of potential charac-
ters. In Chinese, however, with many possibilities at each 
transition, the best data structures to use are not at all obvi-
ous. 

Most word recognition research in literature has focused 
on address [57-59] or bank check [60] recognition. Chun-
heng Wang [57] proposed a handwritten Chinese address 
recognition (HCAR) system, and got a total recognition rate 
of 96.45% on 600 address images. Their system takes ad-
vantage of Chinese address knowledge, and applies key 
character extraction and holistic word matching to solve the 
problem. Hanshen Tang et al. [60] presented the spiral rec-
ognition methodology with its application in unconstrained 
handwritten Chinese legal amount recognition. On a data-
base consisting of a training set of 47 800 real bank checks 

and a test set of 12,000, the recognition rate at the character 
level was 93.5%, and the recognition rate at the legal 
amount level was 60%. Combined with the recognition of 
the courtesy amount, the overall error rate is less than 1%. 

3.5  Classifier combination 

One effective approach to improving the performance of 
handwriting recognition is to combine multiple classifiers. 
However, it’s not a trivial problem to collect votes from dif-
ferent classifiers while adopting proper voting weight strat-
egy. 

Xiaofan Lin et al. [61] proposed a classifier combination 
method. It consists of three main components: adaptive con-
fidence transform (ACT), consensus theoretic combination 
and reliability-based speedup scheme. Their experimental 
results showed a significant reduction of error rates. 

K.Y. Hung etc. [62] proposed an application of multiple 
classifiers for the detection of recognition errors. Their re-
sults showed that the recall rate of recognition errors, the 
precision rate of recognition error detection and the savings 
in manual effort were better than the corresponding per-
formance using a single classifier or a simple threshold de-
tection scheme. 

3.6  Bibliographic remarks 

3.6.1  Holistic character recognition 

Tianlei Wu et al. [63] presented a feature extraction method 
for handwritten Chinese character recognition. To compen-
sate for border phenomena, overlap and fuzzy membership 
are introduced into elastic meshing by mapping the input 
image to a virtual normalized image on which these attrib-
utes are predefined. Furthermore, the global overlapped 
elastic meshing (GOEM) is extended to a hierarchical 
framework to adapt to bad alignments and local distortions 
in handwritten Chinese characters. 

Yong Ge et al. [37, 39] used four Gabor features and their 
spatial derivatives to parameterize the whole character im-
age in both horizontal and vertical directions. They then use 
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linear discriminant analysis for data reduction and two con-
tinuous-density hidden Markov models (CDHMMs) to 
model the characters in the two (horizontal and vertical) 
directions. Gabor filters are spaced every 8 pixels, and the 
CDHMMs are trained using a minimum classification error 
criterion. They support 4616 characters, which include 4516 
simplified Chinese characters in GB2312-80, 62 alphanu-
meric characters, 38 punctuation marks and symbols. By 
using 1 384 800 character samples to train the recognizer, an 
averaged character recognition accuracy of 96.34% was 
achieved on a testing set of 1 025 535 character samples. 

Hailong Liu et al. [41] presented a handwritten character 
recognition system. High-resolution gradient feature, ex-
tracted from the character image, then minimum classifica-
tion error training, together with similar character discrimi-
nation by compound Mahalanobis function are used to im-
prove the recognition performance of the baseline modified 
quadratic discriminant function. For handwritten digit rec-
ognition, they use the MNIST database, which consists of  
60 000 training images and 10, 000 testing images, all 
size-normalized and centered in a 28x28 box. For handwrit-
ten Chinese character recognition, they use ETL9B and 
HCL2000 databases. ETL9B contains binary images of 3, 
036 characters, including 2 965 Chinese characters and 71 
hiragana characters, and each of them with 200 binary  
images. They use the first 20 and last 20 images of each 
character for testing, and the remaining images are used as 
training samples. HCL2000 contains 3 755 frequently used 
simplified Chinese characters written by 1 000 different 
people. They use 700 sets for training and the remaining 300 
sets for testing. The highest recognition accuracy they 
achieved on MNIST test set was 99.54%, and 99.33% on the 
ETL9B test set. On HCL2000, the 98.56% testing recogni-
tion accuracy they achieved is the best in literature to their 
knowledge. Recently, they [64] summarized their efforts on 
offline handwritten script recognition using a segmenta-
tion-driven approach. 

Lei Huang et al. [65] proposed a scheme for multiresolu-
tion recognition of offline handwritten Chinese characters 
using wavelet transform. The wavelet transform enables an 
invariant interpretation of character image at different basic 
levels and presents a multiresolution analysis in the form of 
coefficient matrices. Thus, it makes the multiresolution rec-
ognition of character possible and gives a new view to 
handwritten Chinese character recognition. Their experi-
ments were carried out on 3 755 classes of handwritten Chi-
nese characters. There were 50 samples in each class, 187, 
750 in total, used for testing, and 600 samples each,       
2 253 000 in total, used for training. Using D-4 wavelet 
function, a recognition accuracy rate of 80.56% was 
achieved. 

Yan Xiong et al. [56] studied using a discrete contextual 
stochastic model for handwritten Chinese character recogni-
tion. They tested on a vocabulary consisting of 50 pairs of 
highly similar handwritten Chinese characters, and achieved 
a recognition rate around 98 percent on the training set 
(closed-test) and about 94 percent on the testing set (open- 
test). 

Bing Feng et al. [42] applied HMM to recognition of 
handwritten Chinese. The image is segmented into a number 
of local regions. They used 3755 Chinese characters, 1300 
sets for training and 100 for testing. They got about 95% 
recognition rate on training, and about 94% on testing. 

Rui Zhang et al. [43] improved the MQDF (modified 
quadratic discriminant function) performance by the MCE 
(minimum classification error) based discriminative training 
method. The initial parameters of the MQDF were estimated 
by the ML estimator, and then the parameters were revised 
by the MCE training. The MCE-based MQDF achieves 
higher performance for both numbers and Chinese charac-
ters, and keeps the same computational complexity. Their 
recognition accuracy reached 97.93% on regular and 91.19% 
on cursive characters. 

Mingrui Wu et al. [44] proposed a geometrical approach 
for building neural networks. It is then easy to construct an 
efficient neural classifier to solve the handwritten Chinese 
character recognition problem as well as other pattern rec-
ognition problems of large scale. In the experiment, 700 
Chinese characters corresponding to the 700 smallest re-
gion-position codes are chosen. For each character there are 
130 samples among which 70 samples are randomly selected 
for training and the remaining 60 for testing. The recogni-
tion rate was over 95%. 

C.H. Wang et al. [45] proposed an integration scheme 
with multi-layer perceptron (MLP) networks to solve the 
handwritten Chinese character recognition problem. In the 
experiments, the 3 755 categories in the first level of na-
tional standard GB2312-80 are considered, and the 4-M 
Samples Library (4MSL) is selected as the database. There 
are 100 samples for training and 100 for testing, for each 
character. They achieved a 92.73% recognition rate. 

Chris K.Y. Tsang et al. [47] developed an SDM (Struc-
tural Deformable Model) which explicitly takes structural 
information into its modeling process and is able to deform 
in a well-controlled manner through an ability of global-to- 
local deformation. As demonstrated by the experiments on 
Chinese character recognition, SDM is a very attractive 
post-recognizer. SDM is developed in [48]. 

B.H. Xiao et al. [48] proposed  an adaptive classifier 
combination approach, motivated by the idea of metasynthe-
sis. Compared with previous integration methods, parame-
ters of the proposed combination approach are dynamically 
acquired by a coefficient predictor based on a neural net-
work and vary with the input pattern. It is also shown that 
many existing integration schemes can be considered as 
special cases of the proposed method. They tested on the  
3 755 most frequently used Chinese characters. For each 
class, 300 samples are picked up from the 4-M Samples  
Library (4MSL), where 200 were for training and 100 for 
testing. They got about 97% training accuracy and 93%  
testing. 

Jiayong Zhang et al. [49] proposed a multi-scale direc-
tional feature extraction method called MSDFE, which 
combines feature detection and compression into an inte-
grated optimization process. They also introduced a struc-
ture into the Mahalanobis distance classifier and proposed 
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the NSMDM (Nested-subset Mahalanobis Distance Ma-
chine). The system using the methods proposed achieves a 
high accuracy of 99.3% on regular and an acceptable one of 
88.4% on cursive with severe structural distortions and 
stroke connections. 

T. Shioyama et al. [50] proposed an algorithm for recog-
nition of hand-printed Chinese characters, which absorbs the 
local variation in hand printing by the wavelet transform. 
The algorithm was applied to hand-printed Chinese charac-
ters in the ETL9 database. The algorithm attains a recogni-
tion rate of 97.33%. In another paper [52], they used 2D 
Fourier power spectra instead of wavelet transform, and the 
recognition rate reached 97.6%. 

Din-Chang Tseng et al. [51] proposed an invariant hand-
written Chinese character recognition system. Characters 
can be in arbitrary location, scale, and orientation. Five in-
variant features were employed: number of strokes, number 
of multi-fork points, number of total black pixels, number of 
connected components, and ring data. 

Nei Kato et al. [40] proposed city block distance with 
deviation (CBDD) and asymmetric Mahalanobis distance 
(AMD) for rough classification and fine classification in 
recognition. Before extracting the directional element fea-
ture (DEF) from each character image, transformation based 
on partial inclination detection (TPID) is used to reduce un-
desired effects of degraded images. Experiments were car-
ried out with the ETL9B. Every 20 sets out of the 200 sets of 
the ETL9B is considered as a group, thus 10 groups were 
made in total. In rotation, nine groups were used as the 
training data, and the excepted group was employed as test 
data. The average recognition rate reached to 99.42%. 

Jian-xiong Dong et al. [10] described several techniques 
improving a Chinese character recognition system: enhanced 
nonlinear normalization, feature extraction and tuning kernel 
parameters of support vector machine. They carried experi-
ments on the ETL9B database, using directional features, 
and achieved a high recognition rate of 99.0%. 

Y. Mizukami [53] proposed a recognition system using 
displacement extraction based on directional features. In the 
system, after extracting the features from an input image, the 
displacement is extracted by the minimization of an energy 
functional, which consists of the Euclidean distance and the 
smoothness of the extracted displacement. Testing on 
ETL-8B containing 881 categories of handwritten Chinese 
characters, a recognition rate over 96% was achieved, an 
improvement of 3.93% over simple matching. 

3.6.2  Radical-based character recognition 

An-Bang Wang et al. [24] proposed a recursive hierarchical 
scheme for radical extraction which combined structural 
method and statistical method. It included three modules: 
the character pattern detection module, straight cut line de-
tection module, and stroke clustering module. The experi-
ments were conducted on 1056 constrained handwritten 
characters. The successful rate of radical extraction is 97.1%. 
In [66] they proposed a radical-based OCR system. A recur-
sive hierarchical scheme was developed to perform radical 
extraction first. Then, character features and radical features 

were extracted for matching. Finally, a hierarchical radical 
matching scheme was devised to identify the radicals em-
bedded in an input Chinese character and recognize the input 
character accordingly. Experiments for radical extraction 
were conducted on 1856 characters. The successful rate of 
radical extraction is 92.5%. Experiments for the matching 
process were conducted on two sets: a training set and test-
ing set, each set including 900 characters. The overall rec-
ognition rate was 98.2% and 80.9% (for the training set and 
testing set, respectively). 

Daming Shi et al. [1, 19-23] proposed an approach to 
radical recognition for offline handwritten Chinese charac-
ters, based on nonlinear active shape modeling, called active 
radical modeling (ARM). Experiments for (writer-inde-
pendent) radical recognition were conducted on 200 radical 
categories covering 2 154 loosely-constrained character 
classes from 200 writers, using kernel PCA to model 
variations around mean landmark values. The matching rate 
obtained was 96.5% correct radicals. Accordingly, they 
proposed a subsequent stage of character recognition based 
on Viterbi decoding with respect to a lexicon, resulting in a 
character recognition rate of 93.5%. 

3.6.3  Stroke-based character recognition 

Feng Lin et al. [25] presented a scheme that can rapidly and 
accurately extract the strokes from the thinned Chinese 
character images. By removing two types of bug pixels in a 
fork region, they directly use the Rutoviz number to detect 
all fork point in the character skeleton. Then using a 
bi-directional graph, they connect the stroke segments at a 
fork point with high accuracy. On a large data set with over 
18 000 character strokes (3 039 Chinese characters from 10 
writers), they achieved over 99% accuracy for stroke extrac-
tion. 

Yih-Ming Su et al. presented a directional stroke extrac-
tion approach based on a directional filtering technique for 
Chinese character recognition. In [27], first, a set of Gabor 
filters is used to break down an image of a character into 
different directional features. Next, a new iterative thresh-
olding technique that minimizes the reconstruction error is 
proposed to recover stroke shape. Finally, a refinement 
process based on measuring the degree of stroke overlap is 
used to remove redundant stroke pieces. In [26], the pro-
posed filtering technique uses a set of the second-order 
Gaussian derivative (SOGD) filters to decompose a charac-
ter into a number of stroke segments. Moreover, a Gaussian 
function is used to extract the stroke segments along arbi-
trary orientations. The system is applied to a database set of 
956 hand-printed character categories from ETL8b, and 200 
hand-printed Chinese character categories from the authors’ 
collection, where each category contained 100 sample char-
acters. Out of 100 sample characters, 50 were used as train-
ing data, and the remainder was used as test data. The rec-
ognition performance from the application of the decompo-
sition process can be improved about 17.31% compared to 
the whole-based approach, in the test character set. 

Ruini Cao et al. [28] proposed a model of stroke extrac-
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tion. They use the degree information and the stroke con-
tinuation property to tackle two major problems: to extract 
the primary strokes and the segmentation ambiguities at in-
tersection points. The proposed model can be used to extract 
strokes from both printed and handwritten character images. 
The test was carried on 111 printed Chinese characters. 
There were about 849 strokes in total. The model segmented 
806 strokes correctly. The accuracy was 93%. There were 
about 98 characters whose strokes were all segmented cor-
rectly. The correct rate is 88%. 

Kuo-Chin Fan et al. [29] proposed a run length-based 
stroke extraction approach without using the thinning 
method to avoid distortions around junction areas generated 
by the method. They applied the proposed method to 2500 
Hei fong characters. The rate for correctly extracting the 
strokes of all characters is 94.2%. 

Jin Wook Kim et al. [31] proposed a method of decom-
posing a Chinese character into a set of strokes, based on the 
concepts of mathematical morphology. 

Jia Zeng et al. [32] used 2-D Gabor filters to extract di-
rectional stroke segments from images of Chinese characters, 
where each stroke segment is associated with a state in 
Markov random field models. Extensive experiments on 
similar characters have been carried out on the ETL9B 
Japanese database. In this context, 2 965 different Chinese 
characters (Kanji) and 71 kinds of Japanese characters (hi-
ragana), called the first class of Japanese Industrial Standard 
(JIS), are included. The characters have been written by    
4 000 writers. There are 200 samples of each character, so 
that 607 200 samples are included in the ETL9B. Nine pairs 
of highly similar Chinese characters are used as the recogni-
tion vocabulary to study the effectiveness of Markov ran-
dom fields for Chinese characters modeling. Each character 
is written by 200 writers with 150 of them used for training 
and the remaining 50 samples for testing. Two mixtures are 
used in the MRF model. The recognition rate ranges from 
92% to 100% for each of the 18 characters. 

In-Jung Kim et al. [2] proposed a statistical character 
structure modeling method. It represents each stroke by the 
distribution of the feature points. The character structure is 
represented by the joint distribution of the component 
strokes. Based on the character representation, a stroke 
neighbor selection method is also proposed. The proposed 
character modeling method was applied to a handwritten 
Chinese character recognizer. They did experiments on 
KAIST Hanja1 and Hanja2 databases. The Hanja1 database 
has 783 most frequently used classes. For each class, 200 
samples, artificially collected from 200 writers, are con-
tained. The Hanja2 database has 1 309 samples collected 
from real documents. The overall recognition rate was 
98.45%. 

Qing Wang et al. [33] presented a Hidden Markov Mesh 
Random Field (HMMRF) based approach using statistical 
observation sequences embedded in the strokes of a charac-
ter. In their experiments, 470 characters (from the 3 755 
most frequently used Chinese) were used, with each charac-
ter having 100 samples among which 60 samples were used 
for the training and 40 samples for testing. They got about 

93% accuracy on training and 88% on testing. 
Zen Chen et al. [34] proposed a set of rules for stroke or-

dering for producing a unique stroke sequence for Chinese 
characters. For most of the everyday Chinese characters, the 
sequence of strokes with their stroke type identity can tell 
which character is written. The proposed method can 
pre-classify Chinese characters well. 

In-Jung Kim et al. [35] suggested that the structural in-
formation should be utilized without suffering from the 
faults of stroke extraction. Then they proposed a stroke- 
guided pixel matching method to satisfy the requirement. 

Cheng-Lin Liu et al. [36] proposed a model-based struc-
tural matching method. In the model, the reference character 
of each category is described in an attributed relational 
graph (ARG). The input character is described with feature 
points and line segments. The structural matching is accom-
plished in two stages: candidate stroke extraction and con-
sistent matching. They tested on 783 Chinese characters, and 
got over 97% recognition accuracy. 

3.6.4  Word recognition 

Qing Fu et al. [59] presented an efficient method of Chinese 
handwritten address character string segmentation and rec-
ognition. First, an address string image is presegmented into 
several radicals using stroke extraction and stroke merging. 
Next, the radical series obtained by pre-segmentation merge 
into different character image series according to different 
merging paths. After that, the optimal merging path is se-
lected using recognition and semantic information. The rec-
ognition information is given by the character classifier. The 
semantic information is obtained from an address database 
that contains 180, 000 address items. Finally, the optimal 
recognition results of the character image series that are 
combined by radical series according to the optimal merging 
paths are obtained. In experiments on 897 mail images, the 
proposed method achieves a correct rate of 85%. 

Zhi Han et al. [58] proposed a two-stage handwritten Chi-
nese character segmentation approach in mail address 
recognition. On more than 500 real envelope images, the 
correct sorting rate of address recognition was up to 79.46% 
and that of address and postcode integrated recognition up to 
96.26%. 

Yuan-Xiang Li et al. [67,68] investigated several lan-
guage models in the contextual post-processing of Chinese 
script recognition. They gave the proposal in choosing a 
suitable language model according to the requirement of a 
practical recognition system. In [67], they presented two 
methods based on a confusion matrix to recall the correct 
characters. 

Chunheng Wang et al. [57] proposed a handwritten Chi-
nese address recognition (HCAR) system. The proposed 
approach takes advantage of Chinese address knowledge, 
and applies key character extraction and holistic word 
matching to solving the problem. Unlike the conventional 
approach, the proposed approach can avoid character seg-
mentation errors.  The entire test dataset includes 600 test 
address images, which were categorized into three subsets 
according to writing quality, good, normal and bad. Each 
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subset contains 200 images respectively. The recognition 
rate is 100% for good, 98.31% for normal and 91.04% for 
bad. The total rate is 96.45%, which is much better than the 
62.60% obtained using the conventional approach. 

Hanshen Tang et al. [60] presented the spiral recognition 
methodology with its application in unconstrained hand-
written Chinese legal amount recognition. It first describes 
the failed application of a neural network--a hidden Markov 
model hybrid recognizer on Chinese bank check legal 
amount recognition-then shows that the spiral methodology 
enables the system to increase its recognition power during 
the training iterations. They experimented on the database of 
a training set of 47.8 thousand real bank checks, and a test 
set of 12,000. The recognition rate at the character level is 
93.5%, and the recognition rate at the legal amount level is 
60%. Combined with the recognition of courtesy amount, 
the overall error rate is less than 1%. 

3.7  Technology gaps 

To advance offline Chinese handwriting recognition, many 
issues still need to be solved. Based on current techniques 
and the application expectation, the following are some of 
the most interesting and challenging topics. By solving all or 
some of them, many applications can be realized and related 
commercial products developed. 

3.7.1  Cursive character recognition 

In Section 3, we reviewed the work on individual character 
recognition as well as the corresponding researchers. Al-
though some of them have achieved very promising results 
on regular or hand-print scripts, recognition of cursive script 
is still unacceptable. The proposed approaches can neither 
capture features distinctively nor extract sub-structures 
(radicals or strokes) precisely for cursive characters, which 
then makes accurate recognition impossible. 

Also, segmentation and recognition are very hard for low 
quality document images with interference by noise such as 
lines, stamps or images with great distortion. Tseng et al. [12] 
presented a method for removing interfering-lines from in-
terfered-characters. However, a lot more need to be done in 
order to handle a large volume of “bad’’ images. 

3.7.2  Word spotting 

In Chinese handwriting, words are not separated by spaces 
and word spotting can only rely on the semantic relationship 
of characters. However, it is a big issue to store a Chinese 
lexicon for easy access. The reason is there are many  
characters in Chinese, and with many possibilities at each 
transition, the best data structures to use are not at all obvi-
ous. 

In Section 3.4, we reviewed some work on word recogni-
tion. Most researchers have focused on address or bank 
check recognition because it is relatively easier to build such 
a word lexicon. Similarly, other specialty word lexicons can 
be established in which the number of words are practically 
countable and most words are used frequently. For a 
long-term purpose, to finally handle word spotting, a fine 

strategy to structure a lexicon is required. 

3.7.3  Document decomposition 

A real world document image may consist of text (hand-
written or machine-printed), line drawings, tables, diagrams, 
pictures, icons, etc. To efficiently recognize the whole image, 
which means trying to utilize state-of-the-art on the individ-
ual component of the recognition process, It is necessary to 
decompose a document into its component parts. Basically, 
deriving the blocks with certain interest can take advantage 
of the fact that the structural elements of a document are 
generally laid down in rectangular blocks aligned. Knowl-
edge of visual, spatial and linguistics can also be used. al-
ternatively, for particular tasks, the blocks may be prede-
fined located, such as images on name cards. However, for 
“bad” script, the information may be not available, and it 
can be even harder if blocks are overlapped. 

3.7.4  Hand-drawn diagram recognition 

Hand-drawn diagram recognition in Chinese is also similar 
to that in other languages, such as in English, so few re-
searchers deal with it specifically in Chinese handwriting 
recognition. However, it would be helpful if we deal with 
the problem by considering the language along with 
hand-drawn diagrams. For example, in a Chinese handwrit-
ing document, the hand drawn diagram recognition can util-
ize the recognition of Chinese characters along or inside the 
diagram. 

3.7.5  Classifier combination 

In Section 3.5, we listed two groups of works on classifier 
combination and showed some development in this area. 
However, it is still not obvious how a combination strategy 
can fully or mostly utilize the power of sub-classifiers, and 
how to deal with the trade-off between combination and 
efficiency. Most importantly, it is difficult to explore the 
power of each sub-classifier according to different groups of 
characters and to balance the weight between them. 

3.7.6  Phone number, date and address recognition 

Phone number and date recognition have not received much 
attention in Chinese handwriting recognition, partly because 
the problem is similar to the one in English. Some researchers 
have tried to recognize Chinese along with numbers, such as 
in Ref. [41] and some applications in bank check recogni-
tion. 

Many researchers have concentrated on street address 
recognition for word recognition (Section 3.4). In Chinese 
handwriting, the big issue is how to accurately segment ad-
dress names according to an appropriate lexicon. Many ap-
proaches try to combine postal code and address recognition 
together to guarantee the accuracy. The methods to purely 
recognize the address is still difficult, especially for cursive 
handwriting. Also, mix-language address recognition should 
be paid attention to, as international communication ad-
vances. 
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3.7.7  Others 

More technology gaps may exist in aspects of language- 
independent [69] and segmentation-free recognition, and 
handwriting retrieval, which involves searching a repository 
of handwritten documents for those most similar to a given 
query image. 

 

4  Conclusions 
Offline handwriting Chinese recognition (CHR) is a difficult 
pattern recognition problem because the number of charac-
ters (classes) is very high. Many characters have very com-
plex structures and some of them look very similar, with 
accurate segmentation very difficult under many situations. 

Generally, the recognition process follows a similar path: 
document pages are first fed to a general image preprocess-
ing unit to enhance the image quality and get a proper rep-
resentation, then segmentation and normalization algorithms 
are applied to get normalized individual characters/words 
that are ready for input by classifiers. During classification, 
different approaches have been presented: holistic ap-
proaches extract features from the entire character then rec-
ognize them by match of the feature vectors; radical-based 
approaches first extract predefined radicals, then try to opti-
mize the combination of radical sequences; stroke-based 
approaches decompose characters into strokes then recog-
nize them according to the shape, order, and position of the 
set of strokes. Most research on CHR in literature has been 
concentrated on the following aspects: segmentation and 
normalization algorithms, feature extraction strategies, and 
design of models and classifiers. 

In Chinese handwriting, characters are usually separated, 
but no additional space is between words, and it is still un-
clear as to how to model a lexicon for Chinese words. So 
usually, segmentation algorithms aim to output individual 
characters. However, previous work shows that if com-
pletely separated from recognition, segmentation itself can-
not give very promising results, and may become a bottle-
neck of the whole system. It is often benefitial to consult 
semantic information while segmenting. 

During recognition, currently, radical-based and stroke- 
based approaches have a lower rate than holistic ones. The 
reason is that the extraction of radicals and strokes is not 
easy itself, especially considering radicals and strokes are 
connected within characters and may cause segmentation 
errors. However, the characteristics of Chinese characters 
are mostly based on strokes, therefore it’s recommended that 
when extracting holistic features, to focus on stroke aspects 
as well. The most promising features in the literature are 
gradient and directional features that aim to extract features 
based on stroke orientation and position. 

Currently, word recognition methods are constrained in 
such areas as address or check recognition because it is rela-
tively easier to build such a word lexicon and there are mar-
ket application needs. Word recognition can be used as 
post-recognition to adjust previous character recognition, but 

the semantic information is not easy to collect and the data-
base is hard to establish. Much can be gained from on-line 
handwriting recognition techniques that have been widely 
implemented into commercial products, such as PCs, PDAs, 
cellphones and other popular software. 
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